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Impulse-type stages of the type shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are presently
used for fan stages of by-pass jet engines. Considerable progress has
been made in their performance at supersonic Mach numbers of the relative
inlet velocity W . Reference 1 shows that at a tip Mach number of 1.^3 it
was possible to obtain rotor efficiencies close to 90 percent for total
pressure ratios of the rotor of 1.7.
Second generation propulsion units for air-superiority Navy aircraft
of the F-lU type will require overall pressure ratios of 30 and higher to
produce the desired thrusts with acceptable fuel consumption, without in-
creasing the diameter of the presently installed engines. To save weight
it is imperative that compressors are available which can produce high
pressure ratios with as few stages as possible. It is necessary, on the
other hand, that their efficiencies are as high as or better than those of
existing compressors. The possibility exists that compressors of the type
considered can satisfy these requirements.
Multi-stage impulse-type compressors at elevated Mach numbers with high
pressure ratios and efficiency could also be used in so-called lift engines
for VTOL aircraft which must have very large thrust/weight ratios.
In a previous report (Ref . 2) a calculating procedure has been established
for the performance evaluation of engines for air-superiority aircraft. With
1. Gostelow, J. P., "Design and Performance Evaluation of Four Transonic
Compressor Rotors", ASME, Journal of Engineering for Power, January
1971, pp. 3Al.
Ref . 2 it will be possible to arrive at typical compressor specifications
for the two applications with systematic changes of the various design
parameters. The present report will then be used to calculate the dimen-
sions and design particulars of suitable impulse-type compressors, and
show what areas of ignorance must be clarified to reach the full potential
of this type of compressor.
The ultimate purpose of the whole study is to examine whether research
and development work in multi-stage impulse-type compressors is warranted,
and if so, whether the facilities of the Propulsion Laboratory of the Naval
Postgraduate School would be suitable for this endeavor. The results
obtained by the study would then form the basis for a research program
with well defined goals for particular compressors for specific Naval appli-
cations .
2. GENERAL CONCEPTS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The presented calculating method for multi-stage impulse -type compressor
is limited to designs where all stages have the same outer diameter, and
where the axial through-flow velocities of a stage vary from inlet to dis-
charge. In particular, with the symbols of Fig. 3 5
V V
al va2
where \ is smaller than unity to produce low axial velocities after the
last compressor stage.
The principal variable parameters of impulse bladings are the relative
tip flow angle & , the rotor tip diffusion factor £_„,, the cascade solidity
OpT at the rotor tip, and the peripheral rotor tip speed U . The total-to
2. Vavra, M. H. , "Calculating Procedure of Sea-Level-Static Performance
of Two-Spool Afterburning Bypass Jet Engine", Tech. Report NPS-
57Va7306lA, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, June 1973.
total stage efficiency is primarily a function of D and the tip Mach
number, although with small "blade aspect ratios, as they occur in the later
stages, the efficiency is also affected by tip clearance and end losses.
These conditions will. he taken into account in selecting appropriate values
of the stage efficiencies, although it is not intended to support the chosen
quantities by currently available loss evaluation methods which are at best
approximate, and do not take into consideration the improvements that will
be possible by future research efforts.
A calculating program for a Monroe 1880-22 programmable calculator has
been set up to establish optimum solutions for particular design point
conditions with minimum effort. The program consists of two parts. The
first part (Program VA 511) calculates the compressor performance based on
the tip conditions of the bladings, and determines the hub radii R, and R.
of each stage for a specified hub/tip radius ratio of the first stage. These
ratios are obtained by assuming that the axial velocity components V
n
and
V , of Fig. 3 do not vary in the radial direction. It is assumed further
that the flow through a stage has cylindrical stream surfaces and that along
them the rotor has equal work input. Such conditions cannot exist in
actuality because of the varying hub radii and because of curvature effects.
It would also be more appropriate to design the rotors for equal total
pressure ratios in radial direction than for equal work input. However,
since this can be done only if the loss variation along the radius is
known, the adopted method establishes only the general level of the work
input per stage, without providing definite data for the design of the
blading. To take account of the deterioration of the axial velocity
profile in successive stages, a so-called work-done factor Q is introduced,
which is the ratio of the average work input for the actual velocity profile
and that for a uniform velocity distribution. By introducing so-called
blockage factors k, the reduction of the actual annulus flow area by the
displacement thickness of the wall boundary layers is accounted for in an
overall manner.
The diffusion factors of the rotor and stator bladings between hub and
tip are calculated in the second part of the program (Program VA 512) for
specified changes of the blade chords c_ and c~ of Fig. 2. These data to-
gether with the respective flow angles and Mach numbers of the absolute and
relative velocities, which are determined also, establish criteria to judge
whether the blading is acceptable for the chosen tip conditions
.
The calculations are carried out with dimensionless quantities and for
arbitrary fluids, which are supposed to have constant specific heats. Con-
sistent units are used throughout to facilitate conversion to other systems
of dimensions. For instance in the equation of state
p = j^t (slug/ft3 ) (2)
G
the gas constant R„ in the English system of units is
R _ s(l&5M) U9.722.66 / ft -lb = ft
2






where M is the molecular weight of the gas. Further, the specific heat c
equals
c =^L E ( ft-lb = ft2 \ (3)
where y = c /c . The velocity of sound a at the temperature T is then
a = ^y RG T* (ft/s) (k)
3. STAGE PERFORMANCE
If the velocity diagram of Fig. 3 pertains to the tip radius R of the




T K)t « " " ETK)T n (S) (5)
The subscript T is indicative of the tip conditions, Q is the work-done
factor, and u> the angular rotor velocity. At other radii R = r R , where
AH = AH_ by assumption,
AH = u> r Rtj/aW^Q = AH
T
Hence, from Fig. 3 and with Eq. 5,
" ^[Val tan P1T " X Val tan P2T] = * R [Val tan *L " X Val tan h\
or
tan 32
= tan ^ - -[tan p^ - \ tan p^J
However, for constant axial velocity V = V along the radius of the blading











-j tan ^ + - tan ^ (7)
From Eqs. A(2) and A(3) of Appendix A the angle {3p is obtained for given
angles (3 and chosen values of X, a^ and D . With
sin ^+2^(1-^)
T X cos (^ l J
there is
la




The diffusion factor D_. at a radius R = r R_ is , by Eq. A(l), with Eqs. 6
and 7
COS
*l Ktan h? - x tan %t)
Di3 = 1 - X „^e 5 + 5 cos B,R cos p_ 2 o-R T.
From Eq. A(2) for the tip conditions









COS Bn n COS Bn
D = 1 - X + =• Y (11)R A cos B2 r o^ T
The diffusion factor D of the stator blading is defined by
s







or, by Fig. 3 and Eq. 1,










tan h ' X Val tan f>2
°2 "" V„ X V„, X V,
a2 al al
With Eqs. 6, 7 and 10
I
/tan R \ 2 Y
tan
°fe
" 7^-l^^ - tan %t j = TT (13)
From this relation the angle ou is obtained at different radius ratios r
which, introduced in Eq. 12, establishes the stator diffusion factor along
the radius
.
For a gas with c = constant, and for an adiabatic process, from Eq. 5
and Fig. k
AHm U U¥ )_ Um2 Utf Y
= T T\ u/T _ T \ u/ rAT = T. = T. n = — = -±J—^^ Q = -i- N "< T nw t3 tl c cp cp U
T
The total temperature T at the inlet of the first stage is denoted by T~
and the total pressure P._ at this location is called P_. Then






-=J±= = ; = (15)
V P VY - 1 G
Then
AT
w 2 / tan P2T ,






T,_ T,_ ATja = -£. +—
»
(17)rp m m V-1- 1 /
o
The stage efficiency TL is defined as
AT.
w
where, according to Fig. h, the quantity AT. is the temperature difference
T7 - - T,,
,
proportional to the work necessary to produce a pressure ratio
tj t-L

















k. CONDITIONS OF STATE IN STAGE
As shown in Fig. h, the static temperature T, at station (l) ahead of
the rotor is obtained %from
2 2 2 2
m _ rp 1 _ m a^- _ m _T ^LT
"l tl " 2 cp tl " 2 cp tl 2 cp
T
n
is equal at all radii since V - is assumed to be constant at station (l)
With Eq. 15
T N
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^_^t3 ^ \2 "*2 Sitmm p V'-^/
2 cos c^
with T,
o/^c) from Ec3-* 17. -^ mus
'
t: be noted that the angle cu changes along
the radius. For different radius ratios r, the angle ql is obtained from
Eq. 13.
Because only the overall stage efficiency TU will be chosen, and not
the rotor and stator efficiencies separately, the static pressure p~, which
varies along R also, cannot be determined with the present analysis. For
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/t x 2 ^
l t3; o-
k 2
^ =# • —^ cot2 ^ (27)
where T+0/T is known from Eq. 17. Because V = V is assumed to be constanttij (J 3 a3
at station (3) the temperature TL is constant also, and the static pressure














5. HUB DIMENSIONS OF STAGE
The hub/tip ratio r.. = R, _/R at station (l) of the first stage will be
chosen, and is denoted by (r ) . At this station there is P = P
J- X U_L v.
T,-. = T
n
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2^A = „ ^[l - (r^/] nj^frr RG t cot (hi)
with pQ from Eq. 2k.



















The angle ($ ) is the relative inlet flow angle at the tip of the rotor
of the first stage. Hence the quantity Ap of Eq. 29 is determined by
the chosen conditions at the inlet to the first stage.
At stations (l) of the other stages , there is
A - „ RT
2
[l - r/] N
u
cot %T -i g-0- k^T-h: RG T
* (33)
or, with Eq. 31
r - 1 - (3*0
The density ratio p-,/pn is known from Eq. 23.
2




the radius ratio r = R /R is obtained from
r
3
= 1 - Wk1
X N
u
cot 31T (p3/p ).
(35)
with po/p from Eq. 30,
6. MACH NUMBERS OF STAGE VELOCITIES
At station (l) of a stage the velocity V.. = V .. is constant. The rela-




where &. for different radius ratios r is obtained from Eq. 6. Thus if the
Mach number NL of the velocity V.. is known there is
W V
1 1 1
wl " a., a. —
^
cos %1 cos h
(36)













The temperature ratio T.. /TQ is given by Eq. 21.
At station (2) the absolute velocity Vp varies along the radius, since
V = V p/cos Op with o' given by Eq. 13- Moreover W = V p/cos Q , or
cos ctj
Wp = Vp —
—
2 2 cos p2


















3 ou a„ cos a-, a_ „ r~~
~
—=r^
"2 2 °2 2 cos OpVY \ T2
With Eq. 15
X N cot pL
with Tp/T from Eq. 25.
At station (3) the velocity V_ and the temperature T^ are constant. With
2






7 s / / **
(ko)
where T /T is known from Eq. 27.
7. STAGE-BY-STAGE CALCULATIONS (PROGRAM VA 511
)
The following data have to be assumed for a particular design;
15
M = molecular weight of gas
Y = specific heat ratio of gas
(g_ ) = relative flow angle at tip of first-stage rotor
(r ) = hub/tip ratio at inlet of first-stage rotor
(k.. ) = blockage factor at inlet of first-stage
N = Um/./c t7 = dimensionless tip speed
u T/rv p
The quantities listed below must be chosen for each stage J from J = I to
J = J :
max
(D m ) T = diffusion factor at rotor tip
(onT)j = solidity at rotor tip
V (Wj = (Wj - axial relocity ratio
Q = work-done factor
(TL)
T
= total-to-total stage efficiency
(k.) = blockage factor at stage exit
For J = I these values determine the referred mass flow rate mp of Eq.
32. With (p^rJjj (DRT )j> K» the anele ($2T )j is o"b"tained from Eqs. 8 and
9. Equations l6 and 17 establish (T.^/T ) for (T /T ) = 1. The total




) is obtained from Eqs. l6 and 18. The
density ratio (p_/p_) can now be calculated from Eq. 30 to establish the
ratio (r-)
T
by means of Eq. 35.
For each stage from J = II to J the above -listed procedure must be
max
carried out also, but the relative rotor tip angle (g ) must be determined
from
(tan Q )
(tan %t)j = ffiiil (la)
<V - 1 >
Equation Ul is obtained because the axial velocity V_ = V after a stage,
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establish the overall total-to-total compressor efficiency TV from
v^l
. (*M* Y - 1
^" <VTo>d - 1
(h3)
m
For a chosen tip radius R and values of T„ and P_ the mass flow rate of
the compressor is from Eq. 31
2
* *EEF ,
" = °- >
(SWS)
(U5 )
With R in inches, P in psia, T in R, and R_ in (ft-lb)/(slug, R), the
1 U G
o
flow rate is obtained in slug/s . Dividing m by g = 32.17*+ ft/s gives the
weight flow rate w in lbm/s
.





ofTtA )d- 1]^ (k6)
From Eq. 15 the blade tip speed U is
17
Um = N v/c T7^ (ft/s)T u v p v '







for RT in inches.
The above-listed calculations can be performed with calculating program VA 511
on a programmable Monroe Calculator Model 1880-22. The operating instructions
are given in Appendix B with a complete listing of the program steps . After
a particular stage has been processed the stage data are printed by the cal-
culator. These strips can be attached to Tables D-l of Appendix B. After
all stages have been calculated the overall compressor performance is printed.
For easy identification, these paper strips can be attached to the lower
half of Tables D-2 of Appendix D. Together with the print-outs at the start
of the program, affixed to the upper portion of Table D-2, all pertinent
overall compressor data are then listed in Table D-2 for particular configur-
ations and assumptions.
After the printing of the individual stage data, these values must be
written on one-half of a magnetic card (32 registers, starting at register
50) for use in program VA 512 to determine the particulars of the blading.
8. BLADING CALCULATIONS (PROGRAM VA 512)
This program handles each stage of the compressor separately. The data
of a particular stage are transferred from program VA 511 to program VA 512
by means of magnetic cards
.
The rotor blading is investigated first. These calculations are started by
choosing the diffusion factor D , at the hub at the rotor blading which is
Kn
considered to be at the inner radius ratio r.. at the rotor inlet. The
18
diffusion factor D is known from the preceding calculations . Then by
Rl
Eq. A(l) of Appendix A the rotor blade solidity Oph at r. is
tan pu,. - \ tan p2h







The angles &, and |3p, are obtained from Eqs. 6 and 7, for r = r. .
It will be assumed that the rotor blade chord varies linearly from c , to
Rn






















Thus the solidity Op at the radius ratio r equals
1







The rotor blade diffusion factor D at the radius r can then be calculated
R
by Eq. 11, with the angles (^ and $p from Eqs. 6 and 7. These data are
determined at two radius ratios between hub and tip, namely, at
r = r
x
' = 1/3(1 + 2^) (^9)
and
r = r^" = 1/3(2 + r
x
) (50)
which correspond to stations at l/3 and 2/3 of the blade height at the
rotor inlet.
Equations 36 and 37 will be used to determine the Mach numbers of the
relative velocities at the hub, tip and the intermediate radius ratios r •
19
and r. " . Although the radius ratio r at the hub after the rotor is larger
than r_ , the flow angles and Mach numbers of the relative velocities W_ after
the rotor will be determined as if r? were equal to r.. ; that is , at the
radius ratios r , r ' , r " and unity. These values are obtained with Eqs.
7, 13, 38, and 39-
The stator blading is treated as if the radius ratio rp were equal to r_.
The angle ou, for r = r is determined first with Eq. 12 for r = r . Then,
a diffusion factor D = D , is chosen at R = r_ R , which establishes the
o bn yti 3 J-
solidity & . with Eq. 12 or from
sin 0^
Or, =S




if ou = ou. and Dq = Dq^. In the same manner the solidity <j at the outer
radius of the stator is established for a chosen diffusion factor D at
r = 1. Then at two radius ratios, namely,






" = 1/3(2 + r
3
)
which are at l/3 and 2/3 of the stator blade height, the solidity is obtained




- (aST - r ash )
—
by assuming a liner change of the stator blade chord between hub and tip.
The diffusion factor D at r can now be calculated by Eq. 12.
The data so established are used to determine the Mach numbers M^,
and M ^ of the absolute velocities ahead of and after the stator blades
V3
by means of Eqs. 39 and kO.
20
The operating instructions of program VA 512 are given in Appendix C,
together with a listing of the calculating steps . Although the program can
be loaded at any Branch Point, the Program Counts (P-Ct) of the operating
instructions only hold for loading at Branch Point 00. At P-Ct OOlU the
diffusion factor D , of the rotor blading at the hub must be chosen. After
Rn
the print-out of D and the corresponding calculated hub solidity ou, , aRn Rb
decision must be made at P-Ct 0021 whether Oph is acceptable for the selected
tip solidity Opm of program VA 511. Entering "0" on the keyboard and
depressing the (RESUME) key returns the program to P-Ct OOlU where an improved
values of D can be introduced to obtain a better value of crph . This
process can be repeated as often as necessary. If the best possible solidity
ov,, has been obtained, the program exits the (D , * o_, ) loop if the (RESUME)
key is depressed without entering "0" at P-Ct 0021. The last value of D ,
which was introduced, and the corresponding solidity ov^ are then used to
calculate and print the rotor blade data at the hub, the one-third and two-
thirds blade heights, and at the tip. At the next stop of the program
(P-Ct 0091), the paper tape can be removed and attached to the left-hand
side of Table D-3 of Appendix D for ease of identification of the calculated
values.
At the same P-Ct (0091), the diffusion factor Dq , at the hub of the stator
blade must be introduced before depressing the (RESUME) key. This value and
the calculated hub solidity cr , for D are printed out at P-Ct 0121. If
the hub solidity <j . has to be changed, the program can be returned to
P-Ct 0091 by entering "0" on the keyboard and depressing the (RESUME) key.
Depressing the (RESUME) key only, exits the program from the (D , -9- ov,. )Rn Rn
loop, and stops the program at P-Ct 0131. At this stop a chosen value
of the diffusion factor D of the stator blading at the tip; that is, at
the outer radius R^, must be introduced before the (RESUME) key is depressed
21
again. The chosen D and the corresponding stator tip solidity a are
b J. b 1
printed out at P-Ct OI5U. By entering "0" on the keyboard and depressing
the (RESUME) key this value can he modified by introducing other quantities
D at P-Ct 0131. It is possible, however, that in view of the finally
o i.
chosen hub diffusion factor D^, and/or the resulting blading hub solidity
aa , of the preceeding loop, the best possible solidity g obtained withbn b J.
the (D > Oom) loop does not produce an acceptable stator blading. Inb X b i.
this case it is possible to jump from P-Ct 015*4- to P-Ct 0099 hy entering
"-1" on the keyboard and depressing the (RESUME) key, to choose a more
favorable hub diffusion factor Dq , and a better solidity aq , at the stator
blade hub . If then the (!>_„ * Onm) loop produces an acceptable tip solidity
a also, the (RESUME) key must be depressed at P-Ct 15*4- without entering
b J.
either "0" or "-1" on the keyboard. During the following operation the
calculator establishes and prints the stator blade data at the hub, the
one-third and the two-thirds blade heights, and at the tip. The paper strip
of this data can be removed at P-Ct 0208 and should be attached to the
right-hand side of Table D-3 of Appendix D to identify the calculated numbers
To process the blading data of another stage the keyboard instructions
JUMP()(), 0, 0, (RESUME), must be entered at P-Ct 0208 to re-route the
program to P-Ct 0003 where the magnetic card with the particulars of that
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FIG. 1: MERIDIONAL CHANNEL
OF IMPULSE STAGE
FIG. 2: IMPULSE STAGE BLADING
{
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FIG. h: COMPRESSION PROCESS OF STAGE
IN ENTROPY DIAGRAM
T, = Total Temperature
T = Static Temperature
P, = Total Pressure
p = Static Pressure
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APPENDIX A: FLOW DEFLECTION FOR GIVEN INLET ANGLE
SPECIFIED DIFFUSION FACTOR, AND AXIAL VELOCITY RATIO





With V = \ V -
a2 al
cos B-, tan 8, - X tan Bp
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With cos 8P = 1 - sin Bp ,
A = 1+—
-H
B = X cos R^
B
°R
2 2 2 2 2
A (1 - sin 6p) = B + 2BC sin Bp + C sin Bp
and

















A^ + <f ^ AS _ , 2/AV + 140
25
2 2
A - B (!)
2
- 1 * ^l)
2
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sin EL + 2 -(l - D )














Hence for known values of B, , Op? \> and D the flow angle 8p is obtained
from Eqs. A(2) and A(3).
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APPENDIX B: PROGRAM VA 511 FOR
MONROE 1880-22 PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR
STAGE-BY-STAGE CALCULATIONS AND
OVER-ALL PERFORMANCE OF MULTI-STAGE
AXIAL COMPRESSOR WITH IMPULSE BLADINGS
27









MULTI-STAGE AXIAL COMPRESSOR WITH IMPULSE BLADING
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Stage Data on one side of
Magnetic card -with set-up:
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(J + 1) gJ
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i e code i-J6 PRINT 2 UNES OF 3>OTS
£ E coj>E n 6
1
3 i I
4 U )( )
S ©
6 i (>)l_, for J«l « » f -*0|
7 U )C )
8 &
9 (Tt«/Yo)i = \ 1 -#- 6o
["J 4 o U K )
I &
z I (Pfc,/?o)i « 1 I -». 6l
3 t( )( )
—T "- — "- "
4
5 3 r/iM)
& In V U-'V*
7 t( K )
8
9 fe ¥*oi
31 HMV 2 /T/73
I>iun>ul IQDV
PROGRAM* .5*', «6€ A or 17 DATg: BY:
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS | ENTBR JTo^B P»IMT
1 T\° |U( )
1
2 8 cofc ((*it)i
3 iwv tan f (3*t)x
4 UK) i
5 7
6 7 b, (fl.r)r-*77
7
8 ;t i
9 & SETS PR1UT6. IbEMTipiEft. TO ZERO
c± o H )( ) %TART OF M/».SE 8Y STA&E CM.C.
i 7










r 1 7 o = fcort/y3,T)j
i U )( ) 7
2 i v
3 7 toflfflirlf* 77
4 IN V tdt^/3,T)j
V '*
S X
6 t( K )
7 1
8 No-
<? ~ Ma C.fe (£ lr) 1
E ' i o (
\ t( )l")
z





8 =s (Nai)T* Mu/^/)cokr/3 |T )j
9 U K )
C> 2 o i
1 G Mi-*"16
2 IC )( )
3 7
4 7 +<ln(PlTJr
5 E tODE \ 03 (VS.rlx""'
6 R^* y r/3,T) T
«






?*G£ 5 of rj PATC: »Y:
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER 4To tz e |p*INT







5 HA.U.T (Dkt)j 0>RT)j





C 1 ! o HALT forJx C«t)t










C 2 2 O HALT At >T
l K )C )
2 5 -









c^ o 4 L )








9 2 X#* i
Cl± o X 20-«t/(X^*«]
1 * C )
Z 3 Vrxr^ )-J







33 WHV 2 /T/-73
OF 17 PATg: BY:
STEP* SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER 4TOI?B FVtMT



















6 J( K J /
9 5
til o 9 (*itIt*S9
I ECOPH 073 •kar\ ( #it)j
2 4( K )
v /
3 7
4 6 ban (Pit)t-7B
5 4-
v












6 X |-(* fcar»p«T/fcdn p ff j
7 u )
8 4 1-** )n|9viaW3j-*4
9 HALT J^i IL T
' ' 1
til o 1( )C >
I 5










5H KMV 2 /T/73
!Of XI J>*T£: »Y:
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER STOQs P»IMT










6 l( K )
9 b
C> ! 6 Tkij - fat









9 ft/VLT M*JX (7sjr
CJl U )C)
l 5














3 = (ns/Foh I










1 H K )
2 7
3 7 tanflB|T)r
4 X Nw./bo,rt|l5,T Jr
5 ~ XAanf/W*
6 2 /
7 ~ tM„cotf fixrhlVl = *J




PROGRAM* 5/1 ?»« & e* fr t>AXf. BY-
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTCR ftTocc Ipvint
3 5|o £ Z.T* 7 S













2 f( )( )
3 G
4 1 Pt,/pj,
5 8 (IVFo) X
6 U )(. J
-l &
/
6 3 (lYnJx^ 3
9 U H )
C3 7 o 6
l Tfc./T.jT
2 —













S X a 4










k i-^ 4 ?T =fT3/TM ;




9 H )L \ -
3£ WWV 2 111-13
PROGRAM^ 5 l| ?16E 9 OF '7 PATg: »Y:








6 t()( ) ^0/1
7 fc
8 fc fltt/To^
9 +OI o t ( )
i 5 - X^uViJcot 1^,,)
2 — (Vrfljr









3l)O * O 4( )( )
1 i
2 i m RC F
3 4- W*»(tyf*J
4 kaut fojj































WlGE 10 OF /7 PATE: BY:
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER ^OQC peinT
4 SJo 3 ( r»)-73
1 tc ) J
2 4 * t /I r J J
3 X
t 61 n f*TT/

















f C )C )
8 5
9 9 (041") J
Z±l O - /3,t- f3ir = Aftr











4 8 tot J (frx)*
1 5
2
3 1 : '
1





9 i( )Q 4 9 +
1 <o
2 u )
3 6 CHAKlfiE OF PRINTS. iDENTfR&e
4 ECOBE H7
s *wrA OVlr
& U )( )
7 5




PROGRAM* 5" Tk&f. M OF £7 PATE: BY:
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER i^OQB P»IMT










6 U )( )
9 5













6 £C0D£ 65 PAPER ADVAWCe
- 1 r
7 M )C )
8 5
9 5 iflij Aj
C~I o PRINT A
i t( It )
2 5
3 4 (7s;x
4 PR IWT A C7^t
5 ECoDE 1 7 b print line orpors
6 t( )( J
7 6
8 fTi./foJT
9 print A (VroLr






4 ECODE o fc 5 PRPER ADVAW-CE
S H )C )
6 fe
7 2 (T./r )j
8 PRINT A M*)t
9 t( V )
Cii o t>
I 3 (tvp.)x
2 print A :#
3 ECoD£ 17*
4 ecooE «7fe 2 LIMES OP DOTS









?*&£ It oF /7 PATg: »Y:
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS CKITCR 4To«2B P?IMT




4 ECODE ol>S PA.PER. A.DYA.WCE Ipto'J




6 priwtA J T=- It
9 u )r ) I To/J
CI* o 1
i z (h/Wr
2 PfcINT & '£)
3 ECODE \ 7 4, JVj
4 E Co DE VI 6






9 PRINT A C'ij
c: *7 O U \C )
1 $-
2 7 (VJj (K,jx
3 prints
4 ECODE Ob 5 Paper. a,dv^mc£




<? ti w )
[ 56 o s
i 8 (K3 ;j
2 PRINTA A)r
3 ECODE life IUINJE OP DOTS
4 HALT /READ REGISTERS 50-81 OM MA<5.CM ftp
S BRA.MCU 1 ENTER IF ALL STAGES HAVE BE EM PR OCESSEP
6 s
7 6
8 4 GO TO BP 64 IF ALL STAGES *AV£ BEEN PROU »ED
9 ( K ) JI
C*S- ° s
I 08.t)ih
2 U )( )
3 & SETTlMfi-L)P Of INLET
4 CONDITIONS OF nevt
|
3rr) ^ «o




6 U )( )
9 6
),n WWV 2 /1/73
— MOMRoE IO0O
PROfiR*W# ,SW WUS.C 15 OF £7 B*T P-- BY;
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTCR 4To5E P»IMT
ib "o\o 1 Ih-»9I
i t( )( )
2 7
3 3 (i-j)t-i
4 K )( )
5 5
6 1 (r,) 7 fnji^si
"7 tc K )
e 7
9 3 klJjrlOI o *( )L >
J 5
2 7 (K)i yjj-^57
3 u )( )
4 (o
5 (o (Tt3/To) J-i
6 UK )
T (o
e (rt,/To)T Tt» -r&o
9 t( K ) <T<Jx
b 2. o (o
i <3 (fWPt)j-.
2 it )( )
3 4>
4 i (P«r./Po)l /Ifc' -*6i
5 ft H ) Wf
6 7
7 i (n/roh-
8 K )C )
<? <>
Cfc3 o 2 (T.AoJj tyfcKu
\ toe ) * i
1 7
3 2 (IVMr-i
4 U U )
S <o





<J 6 To BPr lb For MgW SfArCSe"













fk&E 14 OF 17 PATE: BY:










B K k )
9 1
c 4 fe Z 7c-*«2








9 HALT To To
c 6 7 O an )
l
1
2 3 T ->»3
3 a.




7 HALT Po Po
8 k k ;
<? 1







7 HALT &t Pr-2PT














J»JRQfiR*W* 511 Wl6£ 15 OF 17 PATE: »Y:
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER STOIJB PtIMT



















7 tc k ;
6 i
9 3 To










Li 3 o S"
i
2 fi- HP
3 ll K J !
4 i
S 8 tP-* IS
6 E CODE 17 6 1 MNE OP DOTS
7 U )C )
8 l
<J 4 ?o (Piia)
Cz3 o PP.IWT A Po
I U K)
2 I
3 3 To (°R)
4 remT a To









P*6E 16 OF 17 PATE: »Y:
STEP SYHROL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTBR 4TOQB FTIMT










i * 7< c%
2 PRIMT A 7<>7.
3 t cope: O fc 5 PAPER AJ>VANCt








6 4( U )
9 1
c 7 7 o 7 W (lbm/iJ
i PRlNTA w
2 ECODE o b 5 PAPER. ADVANCE






<? ECoDC nt » MNC OF DoTS










CjlI o re k )
1 \
Z N/u
3 X ur rn-A;







kk HMV 2 /f/73
momRoe ieeo
PKQGB*vNi 5 | W6E13 OF (7 PATE-' »V:
STEP SYHftOL COMMANO| COMMENTS ENTBR ftTo«2B P»IMT




4 B W(r P »v»)
5 PRlwT A N
6 e code 17 6 1 UN& OP l>OTS















9 5 5t _>. (tJtfi'n)















2 5 Dt -». ffsJr*** «*>
3 PRIWTA / ^IHl,
4 ECoDE «1^ 1 LINE OF DOTS
V
S Serp.P, Set D.P. to 4
6 4















P ROG RAM : _5li MULTl- STASE IMPULSE •_ ^ - C O
MAIN STORAGE BooKKtEPlUG
PAGE:Sj_Jf 2. T>ATC-^i. BV: VA





































1 1 3 o
i


















<) V U6 ___
PROGRAM; 5_I_L
MMN STORAGE BooKKtEPIKCJ
PAGE: S.U£2. PATE Via BV: _VA_.
REGISTER tONTEKITS t contents 2- COKTENTJ -5















C A o ^t./To
1 Pb,/Po
2 T, /To STAGE DATA ,31 EEG\sTe RS WHICH MO<.r fcE
3 1>./F* READ* OKJ OUt SIDE OF A M/Q6NET|C CARJ>
4 for use im program 5 (2-. (SEE OP. IlvTSTfc.
5 aTw/To Program s\ i )
6 Tt3/T









5 2j^ Nul Cok1(P,T)l/2
6 Mu, -• Mg cot/^.rh/fr^




1 6 o (/3,t)3-'




















PEOSFUM: S\\ MULTl - STA6E rMPm.SE.._.4_^-._rQ fAGE.SI FJ ; t»ATg: 4/73 .rJY: yA
SCRATCH PAD MEMORY STORAGE.

























APPENDIX C: PROGRAM VA 512 FOR
MONROE 1880-22 PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR
BLADING DATA OF MULTI-STAGE AXIAL
COMPRESSOR WITH IMPULSE BLADINGS
(USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH PROGRAM VA 511)
h9
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS PROGRAM VA 512 (MONROE 1880-22 CALCULATOR)
BLADING DATA OF STAGES OF MULTI-STAGE AXIAL
COMPRESSOR WITH IMPULSE BLADING











READ Stage Data from Program VA 511 for
one Stage (One Side of Magnetic Card)





























































—— MOMRoE I80O , ;
PROGRAM* 5IJI _ W6£ I OF \Z DiwTe:^ BY MHYAl/G
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTCR Vors PRINT
o SET D.P.
1 4
2 HALT READ DATA FROM MAfi.CARP(lC«. 0-3t)P«06.VA SU
3 U X )
4
5 I r,






o + T0 5.R. /* V ,A> FOR /9,k. /?^





3 HALT Dtth (CHOICE) D|lh
4 *( )
5 5 /PRINT A X>Rb-^5 Drh
6 BRAMCH
7 ind/symp
8 X TO S.R. CTrh <*Kh















<? PRINT A Rh
o T t >
\ 6 °"RK
I PRJNTA °"Rh












e Ir cot>e 06S PAP6R ADVANCE i
I BRANCH
I INO/sYMB




6 2C S.R. Mvi.Mwi.Mwa T 1 'WIKMy^ t h





PROGRAM* 5 I 2.
MOMRoE idSO
W6£ 2 OF |5 DAT£:773 BY. VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER STORS ftimt
2 2
i X








3 / \ ....
9 = r,*c fluxrj
c : o |( )
i
2 PRINT A. r,'
3 PRArtfCM
4 NP/S^MB
S a PRiNT-ouT DATA AT r/(D' <T' A
1
Pi p v; n
•
Mw»*




8 ft )C )
9
c o i r,
i
-r z + r,
2 3
3 = n"«4puO
4 K ) * v
5
6 PRINT A n"
7 BRANCH
8 Iwp/SYMB
9 $ PRiMT-OUT DATA ArT r,YDa".<rB
•F-^ Mv,* M* .: *W?L o 1
i U )
2 'I
3 Print A rr ..
4 BRANCU
S l«D/srM8





*', v, i i
8 <J)
9
c o 1 IND/srMB * SYMBOLIC ADDRESS \
I 1 1





7 HALT EKTER: B s >, £cuo(cel
8 U .).
9 1 - *>Sh->. 1
^9 WMV 2./T/73
PROGRAM* 512.
monroe v©eo „ — -
WG£ 3 OF J5 PATC.'VO BY: YA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER iTORB |pVIMT
o *( )( )
1 4
M8.ADD. 1 2 DSh-»4o
i 3 BRANCH
4 iwd/svmb




-J TO S.R. 0~3
9 ECODE 11 fc 1 LINE OP DOTS








5 + ( K )
6 4-
7 i
6 PRINT A °5h
9 HAuT IF O^OIOCRESUMel.-lFNOT ENTER "0"






4 £ IMP/srMB f VfM&OUC ADDRESS 2.




<? HALT ENTER: 1>ST L CHOICE!









7 v~ TO S.R. oLz
8 BRANCH
9 IWD/iYHJ
c o J TO S.R. 0-s
I ECODE nc











— MOMRoE »OSO —
PROGRAM* 5 1Z MUE4 oF 1«T nA.Tp.V74 BY- y^
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS EKITCR VOQS |p?lMT
|o 3 °kr-*43
1 PRIMT A £ «ST
E>0 2 HALT JlF (5*st OK^LRCsuMgT,; IF CJ^r Nor OK
7*0 S.A.2
3 JUMP EUTCR "0"-» CRESUMCJ; IF 0"$r
Ez-[ 4 —
:
AMJ> CSh HAVE TO 86 CUANGCP







t ECODE Ob 5 paper advance
2 ECODe ObS PAPEG ADVANCE








O •s TOS.R. SUTOR BtAOE DATA FOR f= r3 Pfliw? -OoT
1 2
2 X





























e ss TO SR.STArOR DW/V&E DATA TOR T^rx " PHlMt -OuT
9 O FILLER.
sli WWV 2 /f/73
MOnIBoE »©SO
PROGRAM*
_*»|2 rk<A 5 OF IS DATf.^ «Y: J^A,
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER VOI2G P?IMT
° 1
t *< )
2 r« i -»• o
B BK/UCU
4 iMP/i'MB













































c;c: HHV 2 ni-ra
PKQGR^Wjt £lfc. momroe teeo «6E 6 of IS PATE: 5/l3 BY: flk
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS I ENTER 4TOQB PflMT











9 K ) /
C lj o l bnfti-ti
i ecoDc 103 /J." 7
2 R-* # >•

















S H ) sus&outine -
6 r fli . /Ji.
7 ; '/r EG'S- 6 'A 1
8 — r-/P S1MB M>J>RESS +




3 t( k; !
4 a
5 7 t-dn/3iT


















7 i ban/3x+ 2






?»G£ 7 OF 15 DAT£: S/lJ »Y: VA
STEP SYHBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER VTo«2C PTJMT
? (o O * ( )
i 8 SUBRoUTuVt (?, fli A^o
2 Sim/cos SYM8. A-DO . •+
3 2ND fun COS/#i





























6 2 CTaK. (fQ.**)


















3 = ^rk/ 3 ^h***













W6£8 OF |S PATE.J/li BY: VA


















c : o toe
)
i SUBROUTINE <rp 4 J) p
2 1 r' EQS-4& i |l
3 ; >-r, 4 PRINT ROUTINE
4 X Dci^tt fli /*i
5 (
K| K; ] J
I
6 ft>0 SYMB. ADPR(?Si -r
7







S t( )( )
6 3
7 S <*«h
8 ) «*, <3"«h
<? ; Gar- Cfth r,























PROGP AvW^, 5l2 W6£ 9 OF IS" DATE: $773 BY: VA





4 - K-; c^£' Yr suBRouriNe
5 ( <T& , Dp. (=Gi. 48,11
6 ftx) Pftiwr J>* . <S\,




c o U )







7 PRINT A Dr
6 ft )
9 b <T*
r O PfclMTA <*R




































«6£ |0 OF IS PATg:*/7i »Y: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER &TORB P*IMT












c _ o 4 *
i
•f
2 f ( )
3 r
4 s tan oiz
S E CODE 103 ban" = c^*
6 R -*• *x
7 U ).( )
8 3
9 (o ^t-t3t
c O siw/cos Sin oti
I |( )( ) SUBROUTINE
2 & o<j & T2. /To
3 7 EOS. 13 * 2.S" SiiUf,r»3',
4 2ND FUN C0$<**a. SYMB. A-OP \/

















c o + ~ ±±- 1







e RESUME 1 '
7*
Cr\ WMV 2 11113
PROfiBAN^ oil
mouroe ieeo
«6£ II OF 15 PATE.V73 BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS CMTCR 4TOQC PTIMT 1
4 t 1° XL w/sxhb J SfMBoUC ADpfceSS 2$_
» * / 1







e *( X >
9 2
c d o fe Ma,*/N^/rr=r)cot/3, T
1
• Mvi




6 PRINT A Mwi
7 4( H )
6 3
9 9 Ta./To
c _ o v
—
y




3 tl )C )
V/i we wa
4 EOS. 37, 36, 3«,3<)
5 4 > SYMBOLIC KbfiKESS 2L
6 X
7 t( )C )
8 2
<? b K t
C4 ? o -i-
» C )
2 4 Lo^hi
3 s M Wz


















£t HWV 2. /T/-73
J?KQfiR*W* 51?
MOMRoE lOSO
?*<&£ lZ Of |5 PATE: «77i BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS EKITCR STORB P»IMT
* 8. \o * INP/SYM8 {symbolic APORess <5> ^
1 f 1 ^
2 BRANCH
3 INP/SYMB
4 -4- TO SR. /3i,/3t
5 BRAWCH SUBROUTINE ROTOR
(
6 IND/SYM& 6LAD6 DATA *
7 •
•
To S.ff. 0"r,Pb AT r /
<r*
a BRANCH *T*M60LU ADDRESS $ P 1
9 iND/sfMi "t hC _ o V" TO. S.R. «x i Tx/To
1 BGANCU
2 IVD/sVMB |Mv»
3 * To SI? MW/ N Wlf M«n fMltfi










2 tt H )
_ir x
3 3 n k ;
4 & CoSo^a
A
5 - % tOidi 4 1*1
6 < I JUBR0UT1KE CXI'
7 1 1 Ea. 51
8 — *YMB Ann -J
<? t( )
c o 1 X>s
i ) l-Ds
2 X flcoScC*!- f_l- ^s3
3 2
l
4 a Zj>coieU-( l- Ds)l
S 1WV
6 X
7 ti )C )
8 3
9 7 s»n e<i












£o HMV 2 /tl-13
MOMBoE t06O
PROGRAM^ 512 ?A6£l3 OF 15 PATg: S/lJ BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS KNTCR 4TOQB |PF»MT















c _ o t( H )
« 2
2 3 r5 iUBROUTlN E STATOR
3 ) l-f* BLADE DArTA
4 X (p£ 1YMBOHC ADDRESS =
5 (
j














9 ; 0-sT - r3 (T$lv









7 Ctt&GKl - r
8 as <*a
9 *C )
CsL o 2 Ofi+Z
1 BRAMC14
2 IN0/SYM6




7 t( )( )
8 3 1
9 1 S in of* v
£o WKV 2 /7/-J3
PKQGR^WjL 512 moukoe »©eo W6CJA OF IS" PATE.V73 BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER Voije PtflMT









7 - | + Sirto<* -L
8 (
•vi
9 t( )( )
C o
i 4 * SUBROUTINE STATDR
2 X BLADE DATA (Cont. »)










c . o 2 n
i Pfciivr a *S




6 Pmur A Xz
7 ECODE 06S PA PES ADYAWte
8 t(U )
<? z



























?*G£|5 OF |5" PATE: 5/73 »Y: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER JT0 5B |PVIMT
^ 3 [0 \f ,fvf<» |
1 IKfV '/Vr3/r„ (cowiU)
2 X SudRoUTlNi STATOR
3 f( )U BLADE IDATA











4 PR/NT A M V 3
5 ECODE 065 PAPER ADVANCE


































£c; WUV 2 litis
PHOSRAM. 5 12
SCRATCH PAD MBMORY %TORA<S£
fl^fiE
:
Sj or_L; pate; g/73 . by : Vet
1 2 B 4

















MAIN SToRXfiK BOOK tCCEPlK«
?AGE: St jfr patc S/73 »y. VA_
REfilSTSR CONTENT* I CONTBNT5 2- CONTfMTi •*
















2 T./T. REAP FROM MagkJETic carp OF DATA
3 *./*- OF PROGRAM 5 11 ( 32 Registers., ome
4 — SIDE OF MAG- CARD)













5 *= Nu1, Coi 2^ ,x/2




























APPENDIX D: FORMS FOR PRINT-OUTS
OF PROGRAMS VA 511 AND VA 512
68
PROGRAM VA511




















TABLE D-2 : PRINT-OUT OF RESULTS OF OVERALL COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE
CONFIGURATION # :
Molecular Weight of Gas M
Specific Heat Ratio of Gas v
First Staee Data :Relative Tip Flow Angle 3 _
Hub/Tip Ratio r
Blockage Factor k
Referred Tip Speed N
u
Referred Mass Flow Rate "iDcr
Total Inlet Pressure (psia) P Q
Total Inlet Temperature ( R) ^q
Tip Diameter of Stages (inches)
Overall Total Pressure Ratio
Overall Total-to-Total Efficiency (%)
Weight Flow Rate (lbm/s)
Blading Drive Power (HP)
Peripheral Speed at Rotor Tip (ft/s)
Rotative Speed (rpm)
Blade Height of First-Stage Rotor(in.)
Blade Height of Last Stator (in,)
70
PROGRAM VA512


















































1. Defense Documentation Center
Cameron Station








Monterey, California 939^0 1
k. Dean of Research
Code 023
Naval Postgraduate School







Monterey, California 939^0 1
6. Professor M. H. Vavra
Code 57Va
Naval Postgraduate School




Monterey, California 939^0 10
8. Commanding Officer
Naval Air Systems Command
Navy Department
Washington, D.C. 20360 1
9. Dr. H. J. Mueller
Research Administrator
Code 310A
Naval Air Systems Command
Navy Department
Washington, D.C. 20360 2
10. Mr. E. A. Lichtman
Naval Air Systems Command
Code 330
Navy Department
Washington, D.C. 20360 1
72
11. Mr. Karl H. Guttman
Code 330C
Naval Air Systems Command
Navy Department
Washington, D.C. 20360
12. Rear Admiral CO. Holmquist, USN
Chief of Naval Research
Office of Naval Research
Arlington, Virginia 22218
13. Commanding Officer
Naval Air Propulsion Test Center
Attn: Mr. E. Stawski
Trenton, New Jersey 08628
lU. Mr. Eric Lister
R & T Division
Naval Air Propulsion Test Center
Trenton, New Jersey 08628
15. National Aeronautics and Space Administration







Aircraft Engine Technology Division
DTO Mail Drop I&3
Cincinnati, Ohio U5215
17. Library
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
Post Office Box 2691
West Palm Beach, Florida 33^02
18 Library
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108




20. Dr. George K. Serovy
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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